Microstructural polymorphism in bovine brain galactocerebroside and its two major subfractions.
Aqueous suspensions of either brain galactocerebrosides or its subfraction consisting of alpha-hydroxyacyl galactocerebrosides are mainly composed of vesicles or granular lipid with occasional multilamellar sheets. In aqueous media the other subfraction consisting of non-hydroxyacyl galactocerebrosides forms some helical structures, but most of the lipid remains as granules or vesicles. It is demonstrated that thermal cycling of non-hydroxyacyl galactocerebrosides in polar nonaqueous solvents can greatly enhance the degree of conversion to helical ribbons about 100 nm in diameter. These structures appear to be a stable dehydrated crystalline form of this lipid and are morphologically similar to helical microstructures produced by a few synthetic lipids. On the other hand, similar treatment of unfractionated bovine brain cerebroside and its alpha-hydroxy fatty acyl subfraction quantitatively produces straight needles that appear to be cochleate cylinders. While their dimensions depend on formation conditions, a typical suspension has uniform particles with diameters close to 100 nm and lengths variable from one to a few hundred micrometers. This is the first report demonstrating the quantitative formation of crystalline high axial ratio microstructures from complex mixtures of natural lipids. The different microstructures formed by the two components appear related to the various forms of lipid deposits occurring in lipid storage diseases. The similarity of these "synthetic" microstructures to biological structures in which they are found (such as myelin and intestinal brush border microvilli) strengthens the possibility that galactocerebrosides have a role in stabilizing cylindrical biological structures.